Lekh 40 Part 3

Aatas duneeaa khunak naam khodhaa-i-aa.
Kal taatee thaan-dhaa har naaO.

The whole world is affected with this (mental fire). But it is very regrettable
and painful to see institutions such as:schools
colleges
universities
technical colleges
libraries
orphan homes
widows’ ashrams
hospitals
charitable homes for cows
and numerous other religious charitable organisations set up with noble
intentions get ‘exposed’ to the ‘heat’ of this mental fire.
These noble charitable institutions too, have been set alight by us with
our internal ‘mental fire’ – the smoke from such fire sometimes gets
reported in the newspapers.
In reality,
religious institutions
prayers houses
dayrays
ma-Th monasteries
shrines
thath (personal religious centres)
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etc., being such lofty and wholesome institutions should be centres for
divine virtues (reflecting)
purity
love of the Self within
‘Maitree Bhav (affection)’
service orientated
peace
mental calmness
spiritual life’s direction
praises of God
worship
practice of Naam.
But it is such a disappointing and painful thing (to see that) even in
these holy spiritual centres we have gone and lit our internal mental fire
causing
jealousy
duality (love for the creation as opposed to love for the creator)
cruelty
hatred
greed
anger
egotism
fear
terror
misery
apostasy
to predominate and function. The proof of such a state is very evident from
what we see and hear regularly.
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In our ignorance by delving in
low tendencies
base thoughts
factionalism
jealousy-duality
enmity-confrontation
selfishness
lust for the ‘chair’
hunger for position
display of anger
we have made religious institutions into:centres of jealousy, duality and deception
an arena of egotism
centres of anger
source of self-centredness
places for monetary profiteering
centres of gissip
hubs of slander and backbiting
places for self serving groups
places for waging tug of war
places for taking revenge.
The painful thing is that while professing faith and belief in ‘Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji’, in its very presence, in the name of religion
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totally against the objectives of Gurbani we make an open display of
jealousy
duality
slander
hatred
enmity
self-centredness
greed
anger, egotism
we are being openly disrespectful, showing disregard towards ‘Guru Granth
Sahib JI’. In this way we ourselves are exhibiting our depraved conduct
about our own religion.
We ourselves have lit this splint of mental degradation or ‘fire’ to the
religious institutions –we keep on inciting one another. As a result of this, in
gurdwaras and wholesome religious institutions because of
channel of greed
you-you, I - I
bellowing of egoism
self interest groupings
tug of war
sacarasm and accusation
slander and backbiting
gossiping
hatred
enmity
confrontation
quarrels
fights
bloodshed
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such horrible, terrible and painful incidents keep happening. In this way
with the internal mental invisible fire we are –
committing grave disrespect towards Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, our
spiritual guide
lowering the importance, value and reverence of Gurbani.
we moving away from the path of Gurbani.
we turning our back towards gursikhi.
committing divine sins.
polluting the mind.
adding more fuel to the mental fire.
burning in the mental flames.
destroying our life.
booking a place in hell.
undermining the faith of adherents and disciples.
setting a very bad example of the Sikh way of life.
poking fun at our religion.
spreading the message of faithlessness.
preaching apostasy with our degrading and lowly examples.
subverting on our pure religion.
adding on to the accumulative global mental fire in the atmosphere.
On seeing such a state of affairs the adherents and disciples face
disillusionment. Bhai Gurdas Ji has captured this ‘sigh’ of disenchantment
in the following words:The external fire can be put out by the water from the river.
When the boat itself catches fire, how can that fire be put off?
It is possible to run from the outside into a fort for protection but when
someone from the fort begins to rob then where does one go?
Fearing thieves one can run to the king for protection, but if the king
himself begins to hit how does one save ones life then?
Fearing maya or mammon man eventually finds his way to a
gurdwara, but if going there he meets up with maya, where then can
he go for peace.
Bh. Gurdas Kabit Sawyeh544
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The example of wood will further clarify the understanding of this
invisible, dangerous and deadly fire –
Within the wood the invisible fire lies hidden.
To light the fire a tiny lighted wooden splint is needed. The wood will
first start to glow and subsequently flames will appear. The glowing sparks
from this fire can fly and set other pieces of wood or houses on fire thereby
causing unlimited damage.
On the surface no matter how much a ‘man’ may appear to be –
virtuous
wise
intellectual
knowledgeable
clever
scientific
philosophical
brainy
V.I.P.
of noble lineage
royal
conscientious
pure
caring
jogi
ascetic
mystic
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sant
mahatama
world guru
religious teacher
sri 108
warrior
handsome
charming
wealthy
majestic
king
etc., but inside everyone the five ‘elemental fires’, like ghosts and spirits
unseen, secretly
thrust
permeate
diffuse
bond
reside
within like warf and woof and get intermingled and interwoven in the
being.
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The fire of the five passions burns within him; how can he be calm?
The thief is within him; how can he taste the taste?
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The body is a furnace, and the mind is the iron within it; the five fires
are heating it.
Sin is the charcoal placed upon it, which burns the mind; the tongs are
anxiety and worry.
990
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In every facet of man’s life arena, the experiences that he goes through
(experiences like)
heat-cold
misery –comfort
laughter-crying
happiness-grief
profit-loss
poverty-wealth
old age-childhood
female-male
virtue-vice
enmity-confrontation
jealousy-duplicity
greed-avarice
lust-anger
attachment-motherliness
affection-love
hatred
desire
I – mine ness
thoughts
emotions
faith
prayer-worship
rites-rituals
yogic postures
worldly love
sacrifice
renunciation
detachment
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in these experiences too the ‘elements’ of ‘mental fire’ leave behind their
ownglow
reflection
heat
colouring
glitter.
With the inner fire the world is being consumed.............
No matter how much we try to –
cover up
hide
bury
make a show
of concealing the heat of our ‘mental fire’ or pertaining to its existence
we –
recognise it nor not
feel it or not
accept it or not
admit it or not,
the presence of this ‘mental fire’,
OR knowingly we becomeindifferent
unconcerned
ignorant
pretend,
even then by-
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by starring maliciously
by looking tauntingly
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in the leer of sarcasm
in the folds of the forehead
in the hollow words
in the taunting
in the criticism
in the long and short tales
in the slander or badmouthing
by being arrogant
through injustice
through force
through cruelty
through grievance
through hatred
through allergy
and through many other incitements or excuses this internal fire
smoulders
glows
ignites
burns
conflagrates (becomes huge)
shoots out in flaming thngues.
In this way it burn us both inside out and all our good religious rites
and rituals, good deeds, service and divine virtues too get burnt and turn to
ashes. This internal fire weakens the body, renders it powerless and leaves it
open to many types of mental and physical diseases.
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In that pool, people have made their homes, but the water there is as hot as
fire!
In the swamp of emotional attachment, their feet cannot move. I have seen
them drowning there.
In your mind, you do not remember the One Lord-you fool!
You have forgotten the Lord; your virtues shall wither away.
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Unfulfilled sexual desire and unresolved anger waste the body away,
As gold is dissolved by borax.
932
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Anger and egotism are within him night and day; he burns, and suffers
constant pain.
1415

In the folds of these low emotions or inclinations, like the fire of a dung
heap, our hidden fire is buried and it keeps smoldering within our
subconscious mind.
3

The world is being consumed by this hidden fire, but Maya does not cling to
the Lord's devotees.
673

Whenever any feeling from our worldly thoughts suffers a set back or
faces antagonism, our ego gets a jolt and our hidden fire begins to smolder.
Bhagat Fareed Ji has made this point in a very ironic way –
4

Fareed, the world dances; as it dances you dance with it as well.
That soul alone does not dance with it, who is under the care of the
Lord God.
1383
Meaning: ‘O my mind,’ the chords of the minds of ordinary people are
struck by senseless talk and abuse. You call yourself a Bhagat –then why do
react and respond to these people’s talk and abuse.
Contrary to this (response of people to react), Gurbani instructs us as
follows:5

I could not bear even one criticism, but now, in the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy, I am cooled and soothed.

402

In the summer months we feel miserable in the extreme heat. We take
numerous steps including the use of fans, coolers and ice to protect
ourselves from this biting heat.
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In the same way the numerous flames of ‘internal mental fires –
worry
anxiety
yearning
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grievances
grouses
allergy
jealousy
duality
hatred
enmity
confrontation
slander
back-biting
suspicion
fear
envy
wickedness
pain
infighting
lust
anger
greed
possessiveness
egotism
me-mineness
etc. , passions, when they make life difficult for us, we turn to T.V. novels,
intoxicants and many other forms of entertainment to ward off the heat and
and temporarily try to forget or delay (its effect). But in our mind, heart and
the subconscious this ‘hidden fire’ continues to simmer and become even
stronger –
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“The disease continued to worsen even as it was being treated.”
In the deserts there are fowls as big as camels –called Ostrich. When it
senses some danger it hides its head in the sand thinking that it is now safe
from danger. But it gets killed immediately.
Exactly in the same way even as we burn and simmer in this invisible
mental fire, we wear ourselves out in many forms of entertainments and
leisures and by giving false assurance to the mind we try to forget or ignore
this mental fire.
It is very strange thing that among us, no one is prepared to believe or
accept that the ‘element’ of the ‘invisible mental fire’ is within us,
although, day and night, by being absorbed in the fornification –attachment
of the burning ocean of grief’ we continue to burn and simmer in it.
Our mind has two inclinations or ‘life’s desires’ which are opposed and
the complete opposite of each other.
Loving attention to the Lord and attachment to Maya are the two separate
ways; all act according to the Hukam of the Lord's Command.
87
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Getting absorbed in Exoteric Life and living inthe forgetfulness of God
the ignorance of Divine ‘Command’
false wisdom
the fold of me-mine ness
attachment – materialism
doubt – fallacy
the absence of divine blessings
the love duality
‘the fiery world’
‘the inner fire’
‘the fiery pit’
‘fiery ocean of grief’

and suffering pain.
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Esoteric Life. In this life
by focusing the attention
in the light of Gurbani
by surrendering to the inner soul
by focusing the attention on the Shabad
by doing naam simran
by being at one with the Shabad
by seeking the protection

and in the illumination of the Shabad man experiencescoolness
divine hue or colour
jingling
unstruck melody
relish of love
joy of Naam
cup of affection
love of the Self
the swaying of adoration
the intoxication of the Naam
eternal well being
eternal peace
eternal (freshness of) morning
eternal joy
eternal happiness.
According to the divine command of Gurbani
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If someone understands both the disease and the medicine, only then is
he a wise physician.
148
‘the world is burning hot’
and
‘ the Name (of God) is cool’
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To
understand
recognise
unravel
and discern both of these thoughts, Gurbani guides us and shows us life’s goal as
follows –
1

The fire of evil-mindedness is burning up the world.
They alone are saved, who contemplate the Word of the Guru's Shabad.
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My burning desires are quenched, through the Word of the Guru's Shabad, O
mother.
The fever of doubt has been totally eliminated; meeting the Guru, I am cooled
and soothed, with intuitive ease.
373
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Through the Word of the Guru's Shabad, the Lord comes to dwell in the mind,
and the Lord is easily revealed within.
The fire of desire within is quenched, and one bathes in the Lord's Pool of
Ambrosial Nectar.
510
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This world is burning; through the Sublime Word of the Guru's Shabad, this
comes to be seen.
Those who are attuned to the Shabad are cooled and soothed; O Nanak, they
practice Truth.
643
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The world is burning in the fire of Maya.
The Gurmukh extinguishes this fire, by contemplating the Shabad.
Deep within are peace and tranquility, and lasting peace is obtained.
Following the Guru's Teachings, one is blessed with the Naam, the Name of
the Lord.
1149
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Spiritual ignorance and desire burn this human body.
He alone puts out this fire, who practices and lives the Guru's Shabad.
His body and mind are cooled and soothed, and his anger is silenced;
conquering egotism, he merges in the Lord.
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The powerful fire of corruption is raging violently within; the Word of the
Guru's Shabad is the ice water which cools and soothes.
My mind and body are calm and tranquil; the disease has been cured, and
now I sleep in peace.
1326
‘Shabadh’ (the Word) and ‘Naam’ are the two facets of divine illumination.
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Both ‘Shabadh’ and ‘Naam’ are the symbols and manifestation of the one
divine illumination.
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This is why in Gurbani the ‘cool name of Waheguru is recommended
to douse (put off) the ‘invisible mental fire’.
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O my mind, hold tight to the Support of the Lord's Name.
The hot winds shall never even touch you.

179

Where there is awesome and terrible heat and blazing sunshine,
there, the Name of the Lord will give you shade.
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The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is so hot; the Lord's Name is soothing and
cool. Remember, remember it in meditation, and obtain everlasting
peace.
288
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The burning of the heart is not dispelled at all, by sandalwood paste,
the moon, or the cold season.
709
It only becomes cool, O Nanak, by chanting the Name of the Lord.
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The boiling cauldron has cooled down; the Guru has blessed me with
the cooling, soothing Naam, the Name of the Lord.
1002
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O my mind, continually, continuously chant the Naam, the Name of the
Lord.
You shall not burn in the ocean of fire, and your mind and body shall
be blessed with peace.
1006
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My mind is filled with yearning for the Name of the Lord.
I am totally filled with tranquility and bliss; the burning desire within
has been quenched.
1122
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Without the Lord's Name, the world is dry and parched.
It burns in the fire of desire, over and over again.
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The world is on fire; the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.
1291
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